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Abstract: Process mining is a data analytics approach which has shown promising results in healthcare
including the potential to improve the management of chronic diseases such as cardiovascular disease
(CVD). CVD are one of the leading causes of premature death worldwide. Helping healthcare professionals
develop a better understanding of how to improve CVD care pathways may result in better outcomes for
patients. This paper describes the opportunities for process mining to support such improvements and
provides a summary of process mining studies undertaken in the field of cardiology. The initial search found
1,597 potentially relevant papers which, after a systematic review, identified a final set of 32 relevant
studies. These studies were analyzed across five themes: process and data types; research questions;
techniques, perspective and tools; methodologies; limitations and suggested future work.
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1. Introduction
Process mining is an emerging data analytics approach which takes advantage of event logs, the
automatically generated records recorded in the digital information systems of organizations. By analyzing
event logs, the real patterns of activity within an organization can be discovered to gain insights for process
improvement. In process mining [1], software algorithms are used to automatically extract process
knowledge from these event logs to build process models. Processes can be modeled diagrammatically
using nodes and arcs following standard notations such as Petri Net [2], [3] and the industry standard
Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) [4], [5]. The underlying process model can be converted
between different notations [6]. Additional information related to the events (including resources, cases,
and other attributes) may available within the event log.
The application of process mining in healthcare environments can be used to provide new insights that
facilitate the improvement of the patient treatment processes (often referred to as care pathways) [7]. In
hospitals, the work of physicians, nurses, and technicians involves patient related administration, the
recording of medical information, procedures and decisions. Processes such as requesting laboratory tests
and imaging services have to be planned and coordinated and cooperation between people from different
departments through the same or linked information systems is a vital component to delivering successful
care [8]. This situation characterizes medical processes as complex within a dynamic and flexible
environment. Process mining has significant potential to improve our understanding of these complex
clinical processes. Within cardiovascular medicine the approach may help healthcare professionals develop
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a greater understanding of how to improve CVD care pathways, which may result in improved clinical
outcomes.
Cardiology is the field of medicine which diagnoses and treats disorders of the heart and blood vessels
such as, coronary heart disease, cerebrovascular disease, rheumatic heart disease and other cardiac
conditions [9]. CVDs are the main cause of disease-related death in the world. The top two cardiovascular
diseases, coronary heart disease and stroke, accounted for a combined 15 million deaths in 2015 globally
[10]. From an economic perspective, CVD causes a major burden on healthcare costs, productivity loss and
in the care of people living with chronic conditions [11]. Reducing cost of CVD care processes and
improving quality of care are a major challenge.
The main motivation of this paper is to summarize the previously published process mining studies in
cardiology and to identify future research opportunities. In order to understand the extent of the use of
process mining techniques in the field of cardiology we conducted a systematic literature review. The aims
of this review are to: (i) explore the value of process mining in cardiovascular care process, (ii) present an
overview of previous studies, (iii) provide a review of relevant process mining algorithms, techniques,
methodologies and approaches; and (iv) identify research opportunities in this emerging field of study.

2. Process Mining in Cardiology
The aim of process mining is to extract process knowledge from event logs from all kinds of information
systems [1]. In the field of healthcare, such system may be termed hospital information systems or
Electronic Health Record (EHR) [12]. Typically, these information systems have a large number of database
tables recording event data which can be exploited to improve care processes using process mining.
Our research identified four literature reviews of process mining in general healthcare. The review by [13]
focus on process mining for clinical pathways and described four key trends for future research directions:
(1) variants identification and analysis; (2) customization of clinical pathways; (3) self-learning
improvement of clinical pathways; and (4) integrated medical process management. The review by [14]
found increasing publications in process mining in healthcare and addressed validity issues in the previous
review. The most detailed review is that conducted by Rojas et al [15]. This classified process mining case
studies based on medical domains including cardiology. The study is extended in [16] which provides a
bibliographic survey of process mining techniques, methodologies, algorithms and tools in healthcare. The
review found 10 case studies of CVD covering cardiology and stroke. The work suggests opportunities for
further research in process mining in the field of cardiology. Our paper provides an updated review of the
specific literature of process mining in cardiology and the method follows those developed for a similar
study in oncology [17], based on the following questions:
Q1: What specific cases have been investigated in cardiology?
Q2: What research methods have previously been used in process mining implementation in cardiology?
Q3: What are the results of the previous research in process mining in cardiology?
Q4: What are the future research opportunities in this field?

3. Research Method
3.1. Search Process
Wil van der Aalst coined the term “process mining” in 1998 and introduced a range of techniques and
tools, we therefore limit the literature review papers to publications since 1998. Paper searching and
selection was conducted using three different sources: first, by searching in electronic databases: IEEE
Xplore and ACM DL for computer science domain, Pubmed for clinical domain, Elsevier/ScienceDirect,
Springer, and Google Scholar for non-specified domains. A second source was the list of publications on the
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main Process Mining community website [18]; and the third source was a review of the list of process
mining papers by Rojas et al [16]. The query for searching papers in each electronic database was
developed by following a method used previously in our literature search of process mining in oncology [17]
with modifications appropriate to the disease. The final query is presented below:
("process mining" OR "data mining" OR "machine learning" OR "pathway analysis") AND ("event
log" OR "clinical pathway" OR "care pathway") AND (CVD OR cardiology OR cardiovascular OR
stroke OR "atrial fibrillation" OR "heart failure" OR "unstable angina")

The search terms of diseases were high level and, consequently, not inclusive of all CVDs. In PubMed, we
used the term ’cardiovascular disease’ as a Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) term and the explode feature
was selected to include all specific diagnoses under CVD.
Duplicate papers were removed from the collection of papers retrieved and then selection was based on
the following inclusion and exclusion criteria:
IC1: English language articles published from January 1998 until June 2nd, 2017.
IC2: The articles should involve process mining and related to cardiology or CVDs care process.
EC1: Articles which only mention process mining.
EC2: Non peer-reviewed papers.
Criteria were applied at three stages, an initial title review, an abstract review and, for those selected, a
subsequent full-text review. Those which were reviewed as full-texts were further investigated for ancestors
by looking at the papers from the same authors and assessing these additional papers against the inclusion
criteria. Any papers from ancestor searching were then added into the final collection from full-text based
checking and ready for thematic analysis. Fig. 1 shows the review process.

3.2. Quality Assessment
A series of activities were conducted to maintain the quality of the paper search process until selection
process. The first author manually conducted search processes from three different sources. Searching in
electronic databases was conducted on July 2nd 2017. For Google Scholar searches, incognito mode was
used to avoid potential bias resulting from automatic recommendations regarding user’s browsing history
[19], [20]. Supervision and verification were performed by the co-authors including defining the search
strategy, discussion and reviewing papers.
Articles identified from query-based searching

Duplicate removed then
apply inclusion and exclusion criteria
Title-based checking

Abstract-based checking

Full-text checking

Articles identified from query-based searching

Fig. 1. The review process, following [17].

4. Results
Table 1 presents the number of papers from each source. On title review, the initial 1,597 papers were
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reduced to 486 papers for abstract review. On abstract review, a further 342 papers did not meet the
inclusion criteria, and the subsequent full text review excluded a further 112 papers, resulting in 32 papers
that met our full search criteria.
Table 1. The Number of Retrieved Papers
#

Source

Number of papers

1

Electronic databases:
a.

ACM DL

10

b.

IEEE Xplore

57

c.

Science Direct

96

d.

Springer

99

e.

Pubmed

f.

Google Scholar

214
1,100

2

processmining.org [18]

11

3

References of Rojas et al [16]
Total

10
1,597

From the final paper collection, an in-depth ancestor investigation was conducted and no further relevant
papers were identified, therefore the final number of papers for thematic analyses was 32. Figure 2 shows
the number of published papers per year.

Fig. 2. Publication(s) by year.
Thematic analysis of the 32 papers was done following the five themes we had previously used in [17]: (1)
process and data types; (2) research questions; (3) process mining perspectives, types and tools; (4)
methodologies; and (5) limitations and future works.
All the selected papers were read by the first author for detailed analysis of the kind of processes that has
been performed and data types from each paper. Research questions were reviewed to identify the
problems process mining was being used to address. We classified the process mining method, the
perspectives and types (following the terminology developed by [1]), together with the methodologies,
limitations and discussion of future work to emphasize future research opportunities.

4.1. Thematic Analysis
4.1.1. Process and data types
The paper by [21] divided the applications of process mining to healthcare into two categories: medical
treatment processes and organizational processes. From our 32 selected papers, there were seven studies
which applied process mining in organizational processes [22]–[27], 24 studies of medical treatment
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processes, and one study [28] which applied process mining to both organizational and medical treatment
processes. There were 20 studies based on data from hospitals including these with the hospital’s
respective cardiology departments or stroke units. Of these 20 studies, there were four which used data
from more than one hospital for comparative analyses [23], [29]–[31]. Three further studies used data from
government-owned agencies which collect, host and analyze health data [22], [32], [33]. There were no
papers using process mining to understand the disease trajectory of CVDs (also known as disease
progression) although other data analytics methods have been used [34]. Fig. 3 shows stroke and unstable
angina were the most common CVD diagnoses being used in studies. There was one study which involved
three diagnoses [26]: unstable angina, pericarditis, and one non CVD-related diagnosis. The non-specific
CVD category refers to those papers which did not explicitly report the CVD disease type.

Fig. 3. Number of paper(s) based on CVD diagnoses.

4.1.2. Research questions
Each of the selected studies were designed to address problems within healthcare settings using process
mining techniques or proposing new approaches in the field of process mining. Process mining studies in
cardiology were dominated by proposals for new approaches and case studies undertaken to implement
these approaches. Seven studies proposed new approaches to extract a process model from the event log:
including the Parallel Activity-based Log Inference Algorithm (PALIA) [35], the log-tree algorithm and trace
retrieval algorithm [36], probabilistic topic models [37], semi-automated implementation [38], Log-based
clinical pathway summarization [39], Integer Linear Programming (ILP) [33], Genetic Process Mining (GPM)
and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [40]. In term of deviance detection of clinical pathway, there were
three studies which proposed new approaches: (1) using Heuristics Miner and Taxonomic Distance [24]; (2)
A* algorithm [41]; (3) by combining several methods Decision Tree, k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN), and
Iterative Pattern-based classification algorithm [31]. There were four studies which focus on prediction
and/or recommendation: including predicting local anomalies in the care pathway [42], outcome prediction
[43], process prediction [26], and a clinical pathway recommender for personalized treatment [32].
Furthermore, there was one study which proposed a new process mining methodology called Interactive
Pattern Recognition (IPR) [28] which utilizes patient’s lifestyle data and the behavior related to the
treatments prescribed by physicians.

4.1.3. Process mining perspectives, types and tools
Process mining types are described into three categories: including discovery, conformance, and
enhancement [1]. In addition, there are three different perspectives: control-flow, performance, and
organizational. Most of the retrieved studies (31 out of 32) discussed at least one process mining
perspectives. Only one study [28] discussed all three types, and they recommend process mining
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methodology using process mining technology over an IPR framework. The author suggested the
methodology be applied to monitor the continuous follow-up of patients based on the idea a committee of
medical experts could use process mining based technologies to closely monitor the real-world picture of
the clinical pathways in action.
In term of process mining perspectives, sixteen studies only discussed the control-flow perspective [22],
[25], [29], [33], [36], [37], [39], [41], [42], [44]–[50], fourteen studies discussed control-flow and
performance perspectives [23], [24], [26], [30]–[32], [35], [38], [40], [51]–[55], and one study discussed all
three perspectives [28]. There is one further study which discusses methods to ensure the provision high
quality data for process mining [27] and this study proposed solutions to reducing errors during data-entry.
Tools for performing process mining are varied, one open source option is the ProM toolkit [56] which is
the most frequently used by researchers in the process mining field and the de-facto standard in the
research community. For process mining studies in cardiology, the ProM toolkit has been utilized by seven
studies [23]–[25], [29]–[31], [46] and two of them were combined with another tools such as WEKA, a data
mining toolkit [57], or RapidMiner, a proprietary data science platform [58]. Another proprietary tool for
process mining is Disco [59] of which the earlier version Nitro was used by one study [23].

4.1.4. Methodologies
Several methodologies to perform process mining projects have been proposed. van der Aalst et al. [1]
proposed the L* life-cycle model which consists of five stages, a study from Caron et al. [60] proposed the
Clinical Pathway Analysis Method (CPAM) a process mining methodology for clinical pathway analysis in
medical setting. For quick process diagnostics, and in order to get a broad overview of the process within a
short period of time, Bozkaya et al. [61] proposed the Process Diagnostic Method (PDM). Furthermore,
Rebuge and Ferreira [62] extended the PDM methodology by adding particular characteristics of healthcare
processes and named the model the Business Process Analysis in Healthcare (BPA-H) model. Subsequently,
van Eck et al. [63] introduced PM2: Process Mining Project Methodology which covers a wide range of
process mining and other analysis techniques, and is suitable for the analysis of both structured and
unstructured processes.
Awareness of the range of methodologies to conduct process mining projects is low. In this review, there
is only one paper [23] that reported following the L* life-cycle methodology. The study analyzed care
pathway behaviors of four Australian public hospitals using four comparison points.

4.1.5. Limitations and future work
In the limitations and future work sections of the selected papers we found limitations related to data,
technique, and team. Data limitations were identified in thirteen papers [28], [23], [22], [51], [46], [53], [35],
[41], [54], [29], [30], [26], [27]. The issues included the noise of the data, missing timestamp information,
and data quality control. Technical limitations were identified in 13 papers [28], [23], [51], [46], [41], [27],
[44], [45], [32], [33], [37], [48], [55] including limitations in computer processing power, memory usage,
bias associated with the mining algorithm, and simplifying the control flow due to computational
complexity. There were no studies which reported limitation of team composition, however, 14 studies
reported that they had involved clinician(s) to help the team with analysis or verification of results [28],
[23], [46], [41], [54], [30], [27], [32], [33], [48], [55], [49], [50], [42].
A number of opportunities for further research have been proposed. Improvements in data were
suggested by [22], [41], [29], [26], [32], [55], [50], [42], [43], [24], [25], [39] regarding additional health
parameters of patients (including physiologic measures, laboratory test results, patient-reported health
status), analysis of different CVD diagnoses, as well as the opportunity to include potentially related data
from other departments. Technical aspects of future research suggestions were proposed by 19 studies,
primarily suggestions to use different techniques or algorithms, remove limitations, improve classification
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of patients, extending the methods, compliance checking with clinical guidelines, and building prototypes
for further validation. Moreover, future research ideas surrounding the team were mainly focused on
suggestions to work more closely with domain experts, agreement with another institution to get access for
interconnected data, and working with system developers for integration of the proposed approaches into
the healthcare system.

4.2. Process Mining Contributions in CVD
The literature review found less than half of the papers demonstrated clinician involvement in the team.
Partington et al. [23] did identify significant variety in comparative pathways and presented to a clinical
stakeholder group with positive feedback. Huang et al. [37] discovered care pathway patterns which were
evaluated by hospital managers and clinical experts. They concluded that the discovered pathway patterns
from clinical event logs supported care pathway redesign and improvement.
Recognition of the potential benefits from process mining has encouraged at least one initiative to
provide higher quality data for better process mining analysis. The paper by [27] identified data quality
issues which led to re-engineering the architecture of a registry system to ensure event sequences were
recorded correctly in order to use process mining to improve stroke care pathways.

5. Conclusion
The implementation of process mining in cardiology has shown promising opportunities and the
potential to support medical experts develop better understanding of care. Through multi-disciplinary
collaboration with experts, more detailed understanding of the actual care pathways can be developed,
interventions devolved and clinical outcomes improved.
This paper provides a summary of process mining studies in cardiology with respect to domain problems,
processes and data types, perspectives, algorithms, and methodologies. The limitations and future work
analysis highlights data quality as a major issue that still needs to be addressed. The low number of studies
using formal process mining methodologies indicates limited awareness of these methods within the
healthcare field. Further comparative studies between healthcare providers from different countries would
provide better insights on international best practices, which has potential to improve the quality of care
and outcomes for CVD patients on an international scale. There are many opportunities for process mining
to support further research on CVD care pathways.
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